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Abstract—This paper concerns the comparative performance evaluation of protocols for clustering and backbone formation in ad hoc

networks characterized by a large number of resource-constrained nodes. Our aim is twofold: We provide the first simulation-based

detailed investigation of techniques for clustering and backbone formation that are among the most representative of this area of ad

hoc research. Second, we delve into the nature of the selected protocols to assess the effects of the “degree of localization” on their

operations, i.e., how being able to execute the protocol based only on local information affects the overall protocol performance.

Extensive ns2-based simulation results show that highly localized protocols are rewarded with good performance with respect to all

metrics of interest which include protocol duration, energy consumption, message overhead, route length, and backbone size.

Index Terms—Ad hoc networks, wireless sensor networks, clustering, backbone formation.
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1 INTRODUCTION

THIS paper provides a thorough simulation-based compar-
ison of some of the most representative solutions for

clustering and backbone formation. Such solutions leverage
the scalability limits of traditional routing for ad hoc and
wireless sensor networks (WSNs) by selecting a fraction of the
network nodes, the so-called backbone, that is responsible for
performing and managing multipoint communication (rout-
ing, multicast, broadcast).

A typical approach to backbone formation is to partition
the network into clusters made up of a clusterhead and some
ordinary nodes. The clusterheads are then joined to form the
connected backbone. Backbone formation corresponds to
computing a connected dominating set (CDS) of the nodes of
the network topology graph, which is the graph G ¼ ðV ;EÞ
whose nodes are the network devices and where there is an
edge between two nodes if and only if they are neighbors,
i.e., they are in each other’s communication range. A CDS is
a connected subgraph of G spanned by the nodes of V 0 � V
such that every node in the network is distant at most one
hop from a node in V 0. A good backbone should first and
foremost be small; additionally, it should have other
characteristics such as robustness to node failures (i.e.,
hard to disconnect) and low stretch, i.e., routes in the
backbone should not be much longer than the shortest
routes over the network topology graph.

The “CDS approach” has received a lot of attention and a
plethora of different algorithms for computing CDSs have
appeared in the literature (a survey of these algorithms is
provided in the Appendix which can be found on the
CS Digital Library at http://www.computer.org/tpds/
archives.htm). Surprisingly, there seems to be no systematic
experimental evaluation of the many different approaches.
This paper fills this gap by providing a thorough, ns2-based
comparative analysis of some of the most interesting
solutions that have been proposed in the literature. In our
simulations, we take into account characteristics of the
network physical and MAC layers, and we make realistic
implementation decisions at the network layer.

We consider three major classes of protocols that we
distinguish based on their degree of localization. The degree
of localization of a protocol is a measure of how much the
decision about a node being part of the backbone or not
depends on nodes that are possibly several hops away from
it. Protocols like the one presented by Wu and Li in [11] and
enhanced in [4] (referred to in the sequel as WuLi after the
name of their inventors) and the one presented in [1] and
further developed in [10] that compute multipoint relay
(MPR) sets rely only on very local information. To decide
whether to become part of the backbone or not, a node only
has to know its 2-hop neighborhood. Protocols in this group
are not only very localized, but computationally very
simple, an attractive feature that, in the resource con-
strained environment of ad hoc and sensor networks, is
bound to translate into very efficient protocols. As we shall
see, an optimized version of WuLi based on [8] performs
particularly well. Algorithms in this class basically first
compute a large CDS and then try to prune away nodes by
means of local optimizations.

We then consider protocols that use a different approach:
They first compute a small dominating set, and then
connect it up by inserting new nodes. For the first step,
one can use either the Distributed Clustering Algorithm
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(DCA) [2] or the randomized implementation of the well-
known greedy heuristic for set cover [6] (Local Randomized
Greedy or LRG). Both algorithms compute provably small
dominating sets not much larger than the optimum,
computing which is NP-hard and, hence, (presumably)
infeasible in principle. These algorithms are very fast, but
not as local as the ones described earlier because a node
might have to wait for information coming from parts of the
network outside of its immediate 2-hop neighborhood
before it can make a decision on its own. Once a dominating
set C is computed, in order to obtain a connected backbone,
it is sufficient to join the nodes in C that are two and three
hops away [3]. This is very simple and local, but may result
in large backbones. A way out is the sophisticated cycle-
breaking technique of [5] which prunes redundant nodes
away from the backbone, while maintaining connectivity.
When paired with DCA and LRG to produce their
sparsified versions DCA-S and LRG-S, this approach
produces backbones that are small and yet robust, all at a
very reasonable cost. When backbone size is at a premium,
this might well be the best solution; for most scenarios the
very local approach described earlier, which is more
economical, gives the protocol of choice.

Finally, we considered the WAF protocol (so named here
after the initials of the authors’ last names) presented in [9].
This protocol uses the approach of computing a small
dominating set and connecting it up. The second step is
done in the best possible way, i.e., by means of a spanning
tree. While this approach computes the smallest CDSs
among all protocols we tested, it is infeasible because of its
huge time and communication costs. This is not surprising
since WAF is based on two processes that are inherently
sequential: Leader election and spanning tree computation.
In order to make decisions, nodes have to wait for
information coming from far away in the network, i.e., this
approach has an extremely low degree of localization. This
protocol, however, retains its utility as a benchmark, for it
produces the smallest backbones. We compared it with the
two best solutions emerging from the two groups above to
assess the best trade-offs between backbone quality and
computation cost.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
describes the selected protocols together with their exten-
sions. We describe our simulation environment in detail
and we evaluate and discuss the performance of the
protocols with respect to the selected metrics of interest in
Section 3. Section 4 concludes the paper.

2 PROTOCOLS DESCRIPTION AND IMPLEMENTATION

Our comparative analysis focuses on the following proto-
cols: WuLi, MPR (with their extensions), DCA and DCA-S,
LRG and LRG-S, and, finally, WAF. As mentioned, these are
all distributed and localized protocols for computing a
backbone which is nothing but a connected dominating set
(CDS). The algorithms are quite different, especially
concerning the degree of localization they exhibit. In the
following description, and in the performance evaluation
section that follows, this important aspect of the considered
protocols has been the leading point of view for their
presentation and comparison.

WuLi [11] is a very simple distributed procedure
consisting of a few local rules, the execution of which
creates the desired CDS. The simplest rule is the following:
If a node v has two neighbors that are not neighbors
themselves, then v enters a set C. It is straightforward that
this rule eventually generates a set C which is a CDS
(provided that the network is not a clique, a case that can be
dealt with separately). The algorithm is extremely simple
and efficient but, not surprisingly, tends to create very large
CDSs. Therefore, the authors discuss other local rules
whose aim is to prune away unnecessary nodes.

The original protocol presents two pruning rules. Rule 1:
For every pair of nodes u and v in C, the one with the
smaller ID, say v, can be removed from C if v and all its
neighbors are covered by u (i.e., they are u’s neighbors).
Rule 2: Assume nodes u, v, and w are in C, and assume that
v’s ID is the smallest of the three. Assume also that u and w
are neighbors of v and are in each other’s transmission
range. If each neighbor of v is covered by u or w, then v can
be removed from C.

The version of the WuLi protocol that we consider in this
paper is the one presented in [4] where Rule 1 and Rule 2 are
generalized into the following Rule k: Assume that node u 2
C and that a subset S of � k neighbors of node u is such that

1. the subgraph spanned by S is connected,
2. S is contained in C,
3. each node in S has an ID larger than u, and
4. each neighbor of u is covered by the nodes in S.

Then, u can be removed from C.

Being the most general, this last rule prunes away the
largest number of nodes. In the following, we will denote
with WuLiðiÞ this version of the WuLi protocol where k ¼ i.

We implemented WuLi in the following way: Every node
exchanges its neighbor list with its own neighbors. Based on
this simple and local exchange of information, a node can
decide whether it is in C or not (high degree of localization)
and communicates this information to its neighbors. Once it
is aware of which of its neighbors belong to C, a node u in C
locally executes Rule k to decide whether it will be included
in the final backbone or not.

From an (ns2) implementation point of view, this
protocol uses three messages. The first is for generating
the rich CDS, and the following two are used for making the
neighbors aware of its membership in C and its final
decision. All messages are broadcast by each node to all of
its neighbors. Each transmission has an associated timer. If
the timer expires and node u has not received the
corresponding message from all its neighbors, u sends a
unicast message to all those neighbors that did not reply,
asking for retransmission. The first message is resent in
broadcast (again), while the last two, more critical, are
retransmitted using a unicast packet. Time-outs have a
fixed length (0:7s for most of the implementations), which is
increased with a random jitter (uniformly chosen in ½0; 0:3�s)
to decrease the likelihood of collisions. (These values have
been chosen also for the implementation of the other
protocols.)

Stojmenovic et al. [8] propose an effective strategy for
improving the performance of the WuLi protocol. The idea
is that there is no need for a node in C to exchange its
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membership information with its neighbors. Each node can
locally determine whether it belongs to C or not. If this is
the case, Rule k can be applied to the entire two-hop
“neighbor subgraph” independently of whether the neigh-
bors belong to C or not (as nodes do not communicate such
decisions, there is no way for a node to know which of its
neighbors are in C). This idea spares a node of exchanging a
message (the second message in the implementation of
WuLi) without affecting the “pruning power” of Rule k.
Moreover, the nodes are now sorted according to their
degree rather than their IDs, now used only for breaking
possible ties. Using degrees affects the sparsification
efficacy of Rule k positively. The “Stojmenovic” implemen-
tation of the WuLi algorithm uses only two messages. The
first allows the nodes to collect information about their two-
hop neighborhood and the second is used by a node for
informing its neighbors about its final decision.

A high degree of localization is also shown by the simple
and elegant protocol proposed in [1]: The multipoint relays-
based construction of a CDS, termed MPR. The basic idea is
to have each node building a local CDS of the subgraph
induced by its two-hop neighbors. Nodes in the local CDS
form the sets of multipoint relays. Finding the multipoint
relays is quite fast, given the evident high degree of
localization of the corresponding protocol. There is an
initial exchange of messages via which a node is made
aware of its two-hop neighborhood. After this phase, a node
u locally selects a set Cu of its neighbors as its multipoint
relays by using the following simple greedy algorithm.
Step 1: A neighbor v of u is inserted in Cu if there is a two-
hop neighbor of u covered only by v. Step 2: A neighbor v of
u is inserted in Cu if v covers the largest number of
uncovered two-hop neighbors of u. This last step is iterated
till all two-hop neighbors are covered.

It is clear that node u only has to wait for the information
about its two-hop neighbors. The set C of all Cus is a
dominating set of the entire network: A node belongs toC if it
belongs to one of the Cus. As for the WuLi protocol, C can be
pretty rich. Furthermore, it is not necessarily connected.
Therefore, the authors define a couple of rules to ensure
connectivity and to prune away redundant nodes. Rule a
stipulates that a nodeu enters the final backboneB if it has the
smallest ID among all its (one-hop) neighbors. Rule b states
that v enters B also if it is a multipoint relay of its neighbor
with the smallest ID. The node terminates the protocol by
communicating its final decision to all its neighbors. The
resulting set B is proven to be a CDS, as required. We
implemented this protocol by using three messages: The first
is for exchanging the list of neighbors (broadcast), the second
is used by a nodeu to communicate to a neighbor v for whichu
is the neighbor with the smallest ID that v 2 Cu (unicast), and
the final one is used by a node to make every neighbor aware
of its final decision (broadcast).

Wu [10] has noticed that some nodes selected by Rule a
are not essential for a CDS. Moreover, the basic greedy
algorithm does not take advantage of Rule b. Hence, in [10],
two enhancements to the MPR original scheme are
proposed for obtaining a smaller CDS. The first enhance-
ment concerns Rule a, which now states that a node u
decides to stay in C if it has the smallest ID among all its

neighbors and it has two unconnected neighbors. This
extended Rule a and the original Rule b generate a CDS for
all possible networks except those whose topology graph is
a clique (a case, again, that can be easily dealt with
separately). The second enhancement pertains to the
formation of Cu which now includes all of u’s neighbors
for which u is not the neighbor with the smallest ID (called
free neighbors). If the selection of the free neighbors still
leaves some of the nodes in the two-hop neighborhood
uncovered, additional nodes are added to Cu according to
the MPR greedy rule. We observe that MPR-E (the extended
version of MPR as proposed by Wu) generates a smaller
CDS (and, hence, a better backbone) than the original MPR
without imposing any additional communication overhead.

We finally describe those protocols that show a lower
degree of localization, namely, DCA, LRG, and WAF and
we introduce the extensions to DCA and LRG, DCA-S and
LRG-S.

The basic approach to building a CDS followed by these
three protocols is 1) compute a (hopefully) small dominat-
ing set and 2) connect it.

For step 1) there are two strategies. One is to give a
distributed implementation of the best algorithm (in terms
of size) for dominating set computation. This is the well-
known greedy heuristic for set cover. This greedy strategy
repeatedly selects the node that dominates the highest
number of nondominated nodes, puts it into the solution,
and proceeds. It is well-known that this simple heuristic
computes a dominating set whose size is OðlognÞ times the
optimum value. This is the best possible approximation that
can be obtained in polynomial time, unless P ¼ NP .

A distributed implementation of this heuristic has been
given in [7]. Note, however, that this implementation
exhibits a very low degree of localization since it is
essentially a straightforward distributed implementation
of the sequential process described above. A “more
parallel,” hence, much faster, implementation of the greedy
strategy is a nontrivial task and it is based on the use of
randomness. In this paper, we implement the randomized
greedy heuristic introduced in [6]: Local Randomized Greedy,
or LRG. The algorithm proceeds in rounds. The computa-
tion and communication in each round is the following.

1. Each node computes the highest span in its two-hop
neighborhood. A node span is defined as the
number of its neighbors currently uncovered. This
step requires a node to transmit two messages: One
for communicating its span and the second for
broadcasting the bigger span in its neighborhood.

2. A node u is a candidate to the CDSC if its span dðuÞ is
� dðvÞ for each v that is in u’s two-hop neighborhood.
If u is a candidate, it broadcasts a message to all its
neighbors.

3. Based on this last message, every uncovered node v
computes its support, which is the number of
candidates that cover v (it may include itself). This
number is sent to all neighboring candidates with
another message.

4. Finally, each candidate u decides whether to enter C
or not with probability 1=medðuÞ, where medðuÞ is
the average support of all its uncovered neighbors.
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The decision is broadcast to all u’s neighbors. A node
which is still uncovered, or that has neighbors that
are still uncovered, starts the process again in the
next round.

The authors prove that LRG produces a CDS whose size
is within OðlognÞ from the optimum in poly-logarithmic
time with high probability. The time bound is tight, since a
network is provided in the paper where LRG takes at least a
poly-logarithmic number of rounds to terminate (with high
probability). Not surprisingly, this network is organized in
layers. This organization induces the chain of dependency
that limits LRG’s degree of localization. From an imple-
mentation perspective, the fact that LRG requires quite a
number of messages per round leads to a high message and
energy overhead even if the algorithm takes only few
rounds to complete successfully.

A different approach to step 1 is to compute a maximal
independent set of the network nodes. An independent set is
a collection of nodes such that no two of them are
neighbors. If an independent set is maximal, then it is also
a dominating set. This is the approach taken by both the
DCA and WAF protocols. Note that a maximal independent
set, in general, tends to be large. In this paper, we use the
model of Unit Disk Graphs (UDGs), commonly used for ad
hoc networks. Two nodes are neighbors if and only if their
Euclidean distance is smaller than or equal to their
(common) transmission range. For this kind of graph, the
size of a maximal independent set is at most five times that
of a smallest dominating set, and it is therefore a good
approximation of the optimum.

In the DCA protocol [2], all nodes are initially UNDE-

CIDED and have an associated weight. Node weights induce
a total ordering of the nodes (ties are broken by using IDs).
During the execution of the algorithm, each node will
decide to be IN or to be OUT (of the independent set). A
node decides when all its neighbors with larger weight have
decided. When the time comes, a node decides to be OUT if
one of its neighbors is IN. Otherwise, it decides to be IN.
(This simple scheme can be somewhat optimized by letting
nodes to be OUT as soon as a neighbor is IN). The IN nodes
form a maximal independent set, i.e., the minimal dominat-
ing set required for clustering. The execution time depends
on possible chains of dependency between the nodes, which
is why DCA exhibits a degree of localization lower than that
of WuLi and MPR. The worst case arises when the network
topology is a chain of nodes whose weights are sorted in
decreasing order: The node with the smallest weight has to
wait for all other nodes in the chain.

Once the dominating set (or independent set) is computed,
the task is to connect it to form a backbone (Step 2). The
approaches used by DCA and WAF are of opposite nature.
Let G ¼ ðV ;EÞ be our network and let D � V be the
independent set computed in Step 1 by DCA. To connect D
consider the following auxiliary graphH with node setD. Two
verticesu and v inD are connected by an edge if their distance
inG is at most 3. It can be proven thatH is connected [3]. Now,
every edge uv ofH corresponds to a path puv of length at most
3 inG, i.e., a path with at most two vertices. Let P ðuvÞ denote
the vertices of puv. To obtain a CDS C from D, simply add all
such vertices to C, i.e., C ¼ D [ ð

S
uv2H P ðuvÞÞ. In a synchro-

nous, distributed setting computing C in this fashion takes

constant-time, and even in an asynchronous environment, we
expect the computation and communication cost to be low.
Nodes in D simply need to gather two-hop neighbors
information. Specifically, they have to be made aware of
which neighbors of their neighbors are inD or are dominated
by a node in D. Based on this information every node in D
selects gateways to interconnect with other nodes inDwhich
are at most three hops away. The selected gateways are part of
the backbone. This rule is also used to connect the nodes in the
dominating set generated by LRG into a CDS.

The second approach to connect D is much more
economical in terms of size, but it is computationally
expensive. This is the approach followed by WAF [9]. The
idea is to connect D by computing a spanning tree T of H
and to augment D with those vertices that correspond to
edges of T . That is, C ¼ D [ ð

S
uv2T P ðuvÞÞ. This protocol is

implemented by first electing a leader r among the nodes,
which is going to be the root of T . Then, a tree is constructed
via an r-started flooding of a tree construction message m.
While m travels through the network, each node selects as
its parent in the tree the node from which it received m first.
Each node also computes its rank, defined as the pair (level,
node ID). When such a process is completed, the root enters
the maximum independent set and starts a color-marking
process of the nodes, which proceeds layer by layer, to
construct the maximal independent set based on the tree.
Nodes in the maximal independent set are then connected
through the dominating tree T .

Distributed leader election is enormously expensive in
practice and exhibits a very low degree of localization.
Computing a spanning tree or electing a leader are highly
sequential tasks that require coordination and, hence,
message exchanges, between far away nodes in the net-
work. The solution adopted in WAF for leader election, for
example, requires nodes to be progressively joined to form
a connected fragment with a leader. At the beginning of the
algorithm, each node is an isolated fragment of which it is
the leader. As leader election progresses, adjacent frag-
ments merge into one, and the leader of the bigger fragment
is selected to lead the newly formed one. Every time two
fragments merge into one, the information on the new
fragment size and the ID of its leader needs to be
propagated to the fragment members and to the nodes in
adjacent fragments. For this reason, although these algo-
rithms are quite good in terms of CDS size, our simulation
confirmed the expectation that they are extremely expen-
sive in terms of time and communication cost.

The last approach to Step 2 that we present here tries to
find a compromise between the described extremes. The
algorithm described in [5] finds this compromise by
deviating significantly from previous approaches. The basic
idea is the following: In order to connect D, find a subgraph
S of H that is connected and sparse. By “sparse,” we mean
that jSj ¼ OðjDjÞ. To clarify, a spanning tree connects D up
with jDj � 1 edges, but we would be satisfied to do the same
with, say, 5jDj edges. To create S, the authors make use of
an old lemma of the great late mathematician Paul Erdös.
Roughly, this lemma says that if a graph does not have
small cycles then it must have few edges. Therefore, to
sparsify H, it suffices to destroy all small cycles contained in
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it. The lemma by Erdös ensures that by destroying all cycles
of length Oðlog jHjÞ, the remaining graph will have OðjHjÞ
many edges (a cycle is destroyed if at least one of its edges is
deleted). The crux is how to destroy all small cycles while
maintaining connectivity. In a distributed fashion, this can
be done by the following, amazingly simple procedure. Let
us call a cycle short if it has length c logn, for some fixed c (in
practice, c ¼ 2), and assume that each edge has a unique
identifier. Then, the algorithm is simply this: The lowest
ID edge of every short cycle is deleted. Clearly, this destroys
all short cycles. The perhaps surprising thing is that it leaves
a connected subgraph S of size OðjDjÞ that connects all
vertices of D. The resulting CDS is then C ¼ D [ ð

S
uv2S

P ðuvÞÞ. This sparsification procedure can be implemented
in a completely asynchronous fashion. The communication
cost is proportional to the maximum length of the cycles to
be broken, since each edge needs to know if it is the smallest
ID edge in a small cycle. We termed the DCA protocol
enhanced with this “sparsificator” the DCA-S protocol.
More specifically, we call DCA-SðiÞ the protocol obtained by
applying the sparsificator to the DCA backbone, where i is
the maximum length of the cycles to be broken. LRG-S and
LRG-SðiÞ are obtained from LRG in a similar way.

3 PROTOCOLS COMPARISON

We performed a thorough simulation-based performance
evaluation of the protocols described in Section 2. The
selected groups of protocols have been implemented in the
VINT project network simulator (ns2) and their perfor-
mance has been compared to analyze the costs associated to
clustering and backbone formation, as well as to assess the
properties of the resulting backbone. In particular, we have
considered the following metrics (all averages):

1. Protocol duration, i.e., the time needed by each
protocol to complete clusterhead selection and
backbone formation.

2. The overhead per node (in bytes) associated to the
protocol operations. (These are physical layer mea-
surements, which account for collisions and for the
corresponding automatic packet retransmissions at
the MAC layer.)

3. Energy consumption per node. This metric is
important for assessing the application of clustering
and backbone formation to networks whose nodes
are energy constrained. If the energy and the
overhead cost of maintaining a backbone is high,
then clustering and backbone reorganization may
impose a non-negligible burden to the network. On
the other hand, clustering reorganization in terms of
clusterhead and gateway rotation is needed to
prevent nodes with more demanding roles from
depleting their energy, possibly impairing network
operations.

4. Backbone size, i.e., the fraction of the network nodes
that are in the backbone (percentage). A smaller
backbone is desirable for minimizing the routing
overhead. In sensor networks with nodes that can
turn off their radio interface (energy saving sleep
mode), the backbone size is also a measure of how

many nodes need to stay awake for data transport.
Usually, the nodes in the backbone stay up or have a
higher duty cycle for guaranteeing routes to the sink
and, hence, the smaller the backbone, the more
nodes can be in energy conserving mode.

5. Route length over the subgraph Gb of the network
topology graph induced by the backbone construc-
tion. (Gb is the graph where there are no links
between ordinary nodes). This metric gives a
measure of how well a routing protocol can perform
over the backbone.

6. Backbone robustness, defined as the number of
backbone nodes whose removal (because of failure
or energy depletion), causes backbone disconnection
or the uncovering of ordinary nodes. This is the
metric that provides an indirect measure on how
long the network will be operational before requir-
ing a backbone recomputation.

3.1 Simulation Environment

Our ns2 implementation is based on the CMU wireless
extension, i.e., on the IEEE 802.11 MAC with the DCF whose
parameters have been modified to take sensor nodes
characteristics into account (e.g., shorter transmission
radius and different values for the energy model).

The simulations refer to scenarios in which n static
wireless nodes with a maximum transmission radius of
30 meters are randomly and uniformly scattered in a
geographic square area of side L. We make the assumption
that two nodes are neighbors if and only if their Euclidean
distance is � 30m. We call network topology graphs the
topologies generated by drawing an edge between each pair
of devices that are neighbors. Each device has an initial
(residual) energy of 1J. The power consumed while transmit-
ting, receiving, and while in asleep mode are equal to 24mW,
14:4mW, and 0:015mW, respectively. These values are from
the actual energy model of the sensor prototypes developed
within the IST Energy Efficient Sensor Networks (EYES)
project. The power consumed while in the idle state has been
set equal to the power consumed while asleep. This
corresponds to comparing the protocol’s performance under
an ideal awake/asleep schedule of the nodes that keeps them
up only when needed.

In our simulations, the number of nodes n has been
assigned the values 50, 100, 150, 200, 250, and 300, while L
has been set to 200m. This allows us to test our protocol on
increasingly dense networks, from (moderately) sparse
networks with average degree equal to 3:5 to dense
networks (n ¼ 300) where the average degree is around 20.

All the sensors start the protocol at the same time and
run the clustering and backbone formation algorithms to
form a hierarchical multihop ad hoc network. All our
results achieve a 95 percent statistical confidence with
5 percent precision.

3.2 Experiments

According to the experiments that we performed, the rest of
this section is organized into three major parts. We started
by comparing the performance of the considered variants of
the WuLi and MPR protocols. We have investigated: 1) The
general Rule k to derive a CDS as proposed in [4]. In
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particular, we have analyzed the effects of the parameter k.
2) The impact on the backbone metrics of the different rules
for computing the nodal weight, namely, when the weights
equal the node IDs, or when they are based on the nodal
degree as suggested by Stojmenovic in [8]. 3) The pros and
cons of the different variants of the WuLi protocol proposed
in [11], [4], and [8], as well as of the variants of the MPR
protocol presented in [1] and improved in [10].

This first comparative performance evaluation has the
threefold aim of identifying the best performing protocols
in this class, of showing the rationale behind the different
ideas they are based on and behind their different
performance, and of assessing the advantages of using
protocols with high localization degree.

The second batch of simulations concerns the perfor-
mance of those protocols with a lower degree of localiza-
tion, such as DCA [2], LRG [6], and their sparsified variants
described above. Our experiments aim at discovering which
of the two approaches would result in backbones with a
smaller number of nodes and shorter routes and in better
performance with respect to all the other relevant metrics.
We also investigate the sparsified version of both DCA and
LRG, namely, DCA-S and LRG-S, respectively. The aim in
this case is assessing the effectiveness of the sparsification
rule in producing slimmer connected backbones and to
determine the corresponding overhead in terms of energy,
transmitted bytes, and time. Finally, we study the perfor-
mance trade-offs associated to different tunings of key
parameters of the sparsification technique. As before, based
on this comparison, we identified the best performing
algorithm in this second class of protocols according to the
selected metrics.

The third and final set of simulations compares the
elected “champion protocols” from the first two sets with
the WAF backbone formation protocol [9]. WAF, as
mentioned, shows a low degree of localization, given that,
before deciding whether they will be part of the backbone
or not, nodes must wait for the election of a leader and the
following tree construction. As mentioned earlier, despite
this longer set up time and a higher message exchange,
WAF forms extremely slim, tree-like backbones, hence, our
interest in comparing this solution with the best ones from
the other classes.

This final comparison allows us to clearly picture the
impact of the different degrees of localization showed by

the three different classes of protocols we considered. We
observe that the higher the degree of localization, the
simpler the protocols, which leads to lower complexity (in
term of messages/byte exchanged and time) without
compromising the capability to generate slim backbones
with acceptably short routes. Therefore, a high degree of
localization is a key element in the design of effective
protocols for ad hoc clustering and backbone formation.

3.2.1 Protocols with a High Degree of Localization:

WuLi and MPR

Our first set of experiments aims at evaluating the general
Rule k proposed by Dai and Wu in [4]. In particular, we
have studied the impact of the parameter k on the
performance of the WuLi protocol. Results are depicted in
Fig. 1, Fig. 2, and Fig. 3.

Fig. 1a depicts the backbone size for k ¼ 0; 1; 2; 3; 4;1
(k ¼ 1 is indicated with a “*” in the figures). The case k ¼ 0
corresponds to the construction of the first, dense CDS: All
nodes having two neighbors which are not in each other’s
transmission range are in the CDS. As the figure clearly
shows, the application of the generalized rule with k ¼ 0 is
not very effective. As n (and, hence, the network density)
increases, it becomes more and more difficult that each
neighbor v of a generic node u is directly connected to all of
u’s neighbors. This motivates the increasing backbone size
when n increases. When n � 200, basically all nodes are
part of the CDS. The more k increases, the more effective the
pruning rule: For removing u from the CDS C, a group of
up to k of its neighbors in C is required to cover u and its
neighbors. In dense networks (n ¼ 300), the backbone
obtained with k � 3 is 64 percent smaller than the backbone
obtained when k ¼ 1 and 71 percent smaller than the one
obtained with k ¼ 0.

Fig. 1b, Fig. 2a, and Fig. 2b refer to energy consumption,
bytes overhead, and time for backbone formation, respec-
tively, while k is varying. With increasing network density,
the protocol performance degrades due to the higher
number of nodes involved in the local exchanges of
information, to the larger size of the message containing
the neighbors list, and to the increased number of nodes
competing for the radio channel. For all the considered
scenarios, and independently of k, our results show
excellent performance: WuLi is fast, has low overhead,
and consumes little energy. This corresponds to the low
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Fig. 1. Average backbone size and energy consumption as functions of k. (a) Backbone size (percent of n). (b) Energy consumption (per node).



complexity of the protocol, to the little amount of informa-
tion that each node needs to exchange with its neighbors,
and to the high degree of localization of this protocol. We
observe that, with respect to all these metrics, there is no
significant performance difference for k � 1. Once informa-
tion about the two hop neighborhood is exchanged, each
node decides (and communicates to its neighbors) whether
it belongs to the connected dominating set or not. This,
together with the knowledge of the two-hop neighborhood,
is the sole information needed to apply the generalized rule.
A higher k only implies a (limited) increase in computa-
tional complexity. However, no extra message exchange is
needed. The case k ¼ 0 leads to reduced message overhead,
shorter set up time, and lower energy consumption since
the pruning phase of the protocol is skipped. However, the
produced backbone is remarkably denser, which detrimen-
tally affects the network operations and its lifetime because
of increased routing overhead and of the larger number of
nodes that must be kept awake for guaranteeing a
connected communication structure.

The average shortest paths length on the topology Gb

induced by the backbone is depicted in Fig. 3a.
As k increases, the average shortest path length also

increases. We observed that the routes on Gb are up to
48.6 percent longer than those of the network topology
graph (n ¼ 300 and k � 4). This reflects the fact the
backbone topology gets sparser. Table 1 displays the

average nodal degree in Gb. As expected, the higher the
density, the shorter the routes.

The higher or the lower density of Gb results in a higher
or a lower robustness in case of backbone nodes failures.
This is shown in Fig. 3b. When k � 3, up to 10 randomly
selected backbone nodes may die without affecting the
backbone connectivity and the dominating property of the
backbone. This number increases to over 20 when k ¼ 2,
and to over 100 in networks with 300 nodes when k ¼ 1.
Increased route length and decreased robustness are the
price to pay for sparser backbones, leading to interesting,
application-dependent trade offs between these two differ-
ent metrics.

We proceed with the investigation of the WuLi protocol
with respect to different rules for weight selection, namely,
whether we choose a backbone node based on its ID [4] or
on its degree, à la Stojmenovic [8]. In what follows, WuLi-
DðkÞ indicates the WuLi protocol when we use Rule k and
nodes’ weights are their degrees (the node IDs are used to
break possible ties). WuLiðkÞ denotes the WuLi protocol
when we use Rule k and nodes’ weights are their unique ID.
Results are depicted in Fig. 4.

As expected, a degree-based weight leads to smaller
backbones as higher degree nodes are more likely to be able to
cover a node and its neighbors, pruning it from the backbone
(Fig. 4a). While the WuLiðkÞ backbone contains the 51.6 per-
cent of the n network nodes, the WuLi-DðkÞ contains only the
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Fig. 2. Average protocol overhead and duration as functions of k. (a) Overhead (bytes per node) and (b) protocol duration.

Fig. 3. Average backbone route length and robustness as functions of k. (a) Route length and (b) robustness.



46 percent of them when n ¼ 100 and k � 3. We also have

36.7 percent (WuLiðkÞ) versus 33.6 percent (WuLi-DðkÞ) when

n ¼ 200 and k � 3, 66.7 percent versus 55.6 percent (n ¼ 100

and k ¼ 1), and 75 percent versus 63.2 percent (n ¼ 200 and

k ¼ 1). This improvement is obtained at no extra cost in terms
of overhead, energy consumption per node, and protocol

duration. The number of protocol messages exchanged is

exactly the same independent of the choice of weight. (The

degree of a node is obtained “for free” from the size of its

neighbor list.)
The degree-based weight selection results in denser

backbones. This is confirmed by the values listed in Table 1,

and it justifies why, for the same value of k, k � 2, routes in

Gb are shorter than routes obtained when nodes are selected

to the backbone based on their ID (up to 8 percent shorter in

case k � 4).
Fig. 4c displays the robustness of the backbone for WuLi-

DðiÞ. The comparison between these values and the

corresponding ones for WuLiðiÞ depicted in Fig. 3b shows

that, independent of k, WuLi-DðiÞ is slightly less robust
than WuLiðiÞ. For higher ks (i.e., for denser backbones), this
is explained by the fact that the backbone nodes are those
with higher degrees, so removing x of them corresponds to
eliminating more links from Gb with respect to those
removed from the WuLiðiÞ backbone.

The outcome of the previous experiments motivates the
two new ideas proposed in [8] by Stojmenovic et al. Given
that the first rule of the WuLi protocol does not bring to the
construction of a small CDS, why do we have to compute
such a big set? If we could just apply Rule k to the two hop
neighborhood, we would save the message exchange that
according to WuLi, is needed for a node to communicate
whether it is part of the CDS or not. This would have the
beneficial effect of reducing protocol duration, protocol
traffic, and energy consumption. The second idea has to do
with the backbone size: Why don’t we choose the backbone
nodes based on their degree? In the following, we call
“Stojmenovic” the protocol that combines these two ideas
with WuLi’s Rule k (where k has been set equal to 1.)

In the last group of experiments for this first set of
protocols, we compare the best performing protocols
among WuLiðiÞ and WuLi-DðiÞ with Stojmenovic and with
the extended version of MPR presented in [10], MPR-E.
Results for the basic MPR protocols are not shown, since we
observed that it is outperformed by MPR-E with respect to
all the considered metrics. This is because MPR-E obtains a
sparser Gb without affecting the protocol correctness and
without requiring any extra message exchange. The main
difference between the two versions is in the MPR-E rule for
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TABLE 1
Average Nodal Degree on the Backbone

Fig. 4. Average backbone size, route length and robustness for WuLi-DðkÞ as functions of k. (a) Backbone size (percent of n), (b) route length, and

(c) robustness.



the selection of the multipoint relays which favors the
inclusion of nodes which are not likely to be included in the
backbone later on. As a result, MPR and MPR-E have the
same performance in terms of overhead, protocol duration
and energy consumption. MPR-E, however, generates
smaller backbones: The percentage of nodes in the backbone
decreases from 52.47 percent to 48.22 percent when n ¼ 100,
and from 37.93 percent to 36.49 percent when n ¼ 200. The
price to pay is a very small loss in backbone robustness
which decreases from 13 to 12 in dense networks (n ¼ 300).

Fig. 5a depicts the backbone size of WuLið1Þ, WuLi-
Dð1Þ, MPR-E, and Stojmenovic for networks of increasing
size (50 � n � 300).

The WuLi-Dð1Þ and Stojmenovic protocols have the best
overall performance, which says about the clear advantage
of a degree-based selection rule. We observe that the MPR-E
protocol is not able to build a backbone as sparse as the one
produced by WuLi-Dð1Þ and Stojmenovic, especially when
the network density increases: When n � 200, MPR-E
constructs backbones that are even bigger than those
produced by WuLi (ID-based selection). In networks with
300 nodes, the MPR-E backbone is, on average, around
10 percent bigger than the WuLi-Dð1Þ and Stojmenovic
backbones.

As is clearly depicted in the figure, WuLi-D and
Stojmenovic have exactly the same performance in terms
of backbone size, independent of the value of k (here ¼ 1).
To explain this result requires us to investigate the details of
the implementation of Stojmenovic. As mentioned, the idea
is for a node to skip the phase of communicating to its
neighbors whether it belongs to the CDS or not. This, of
course, does not mean that a node should not apply the first
rule of the protocol, which allows it to check its member-
ship to the CDS. If (and only if) a node u belongs to the
backbone, then it runs Rule k to see if it should be removed.
The difference between WuLi-Dð1Þ and Stojmenovic is in
the set of neighbors which can cover node u and its
neighbors. These are only the neighbors which said they are
part of the CDS in WuLi-Dð1Þ and all the neighbors in
Stojmenovic. However, as proven by the following result,
whenever a node u is removed because of a group of
neighbors with cardinality k, it exists a group of k connected
neighbors of u that belong to the CDS, which cover u and
u’s neighbors. In other words: A node that is removed by the

CDS by Stojmenovic is also removed by WuLi-Dð1Þ. This
proves the equivalence of the two protocols, due to the
“opposite” claim: A node which is removed from the CDS by
WuLi-Dð1Þ is also removed by Stojmenovic is straightforward
(as the set to which Stojmenovic applies Rule k includes the
corresponding WuLi-D set). In the following theorem, we
consider the CDS as formed by applying the first rule of
WuLi, and we indicate with CðuÞ a minimal connected
group of a node u’s neighbors which covers u and its
neighbors.

Theorem 1. Let u be a node that runs Rule k according to the
operations of Stojmenovic and is pruned. Then, there exists a
connected subset S of u’s neighbors such that 1) jCðuÞj ¼ jSj,
2) all the nodes in S are part of the CDS, and 3) the nodes in S
cover u and u’s neighbors.

Proof. For sake of contradiction, let us assume that there
exists a node u such that all the minimal subsets S of
cardinality jCðuÞj contain at least a node x which is not
part of the CDS. We distinguish two cases, depending on
the cardinality of CðuÞ. Case 1: jCðuÞj ¼ 1 (C(u) contains
only x). Since x 62 CDS, its neighbors are pairwise
connected. Let NðxÞ denote x’s one-hop neighbors. As
x covers u and its neighbors, these nodes belong to NðxÞ.
Thus, u’s neighbors are pairwise connected. But, this is
impossible, since u applies Rule k (as all and only the
nodes in the CDS after applying the first rule of WuLi).
Case 2: jCðuÞj � 2. In this case, there must be at least a
connected neighbor y of node x in CðuÞ. Since x is not in
the CDS, all its neighbors are pairwise connected. This
implies that NðxÞ � NðyÞ. The set CðuÞ n fxg still satisfies
the rules for pruning node u (as it still covers u and its
neighbors and it is still connected), and it is smaller than
CðuÞ. This leads to a contradiction since CðuÞ would not
be minimal, as required. tu

In terms of overhead, time, and energy consumption,
MPR-E and Stojmenovic save over 50 percent with respect
to the same metrics of WuLið1Þ or WuLi-Dð1Þ. This is
because Stojmenovic is able to skip the communications of
the nodes in the CDS generated by the first WuLi rule.
MPR-E, instead, obtains this improvement because of the
very limited number of messages needed to build a local
MPR set (a node u informs only its MPR neighbors for
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Fig. 5. Average backbone size and route length on the WuLið1Þ, WuLi-Dð1Þ, Stojmenovic, and MPR-E backbones. (a) Backbone size (percent of n)

and (b) route length.



which it is the lowest ID neighbor of the fact that they have

been selected as MPR). MPR-E, Stojmenovic, and WuLi-

Dð1Þ also build backbones with shorter routes with respect

to those of WuLið1Þ backbones (up to 9 percent shorter).
In terms of backbone size, the sparser the backbone, the

less robust it is. An average of 7:5 node failures are enough

to disconnect the Stojmenovic backbone (or to isolate

ordinary nodes) when n ¼ 300. This number increases to

9:5 in the case of WuLið1Þ and to 12 in MPR-E backbones.
As a representative of the protocols that exhibit a high

degree of localization, we choose Stojmenovic, given its slim

backbones with short routes, its low overhead and energy

consumption, and its fast operations.

3.2.2 Lower Degree of Localization:

DCA and LRG-Based Schemes

Fig. 6, Fig. 7, and Fig. 8 display the performance, in terms of all

the relevant metrics, of the DCA and LRG basic protocols as

well as of their sparse versions DCA-S and LRG-S. With DCA-

SðiÞ and LRG-SðiÞ, we denote the protocols obtained by

applying the sparsification rule proposed in [5] to the DCA

and LRG backbones, respectively. We use the sparsification

rule for breaking the cycles at most i-hop long in the auxiliary

graph H.1 Such a cycle is broken by deleting its “smallest,”

where smallest here is in accordance to a total ordering on the

set of the network links. Since discovering cycles is both

energy consuming and time demanding, we have limited our

investigation to the case when i � 6. The cases when i ¼ 4 and

i ¼ 6 are the only ones displayed in the figures since we

observed that these two cases outperform the cases when

i ¼ 3 and i ¼ 5 in terms of all the relevant metrics. Consider

DCA-Sð3Þ and DCA-Sð4Þ (the same reasoning applies also to

LRG). These two protocols are equivalent in terms of energy

consumption, the duration of the sparsification phase, and

byte overhead. This is because the discovery of i-hop long

cycles, i ¼ 3; 4, requires each clusterhead to send/receive

messages to/from its neighbors clusterheads distant at most

two hops in H. Hence, the message complexity of the cases

i ¼ 3; 4 and, similarly, i ¼ 5; 6, is the same. However, DCA-

Sð4Þ and DCA-Sð6Þ lead to smaller backbones than DCA-Sð3Þ

and DCA-Sð5Þ, respectively. Hence, we only consider the
former here.

Fig. 6a compares the protocols performance with respect to
producing a sparse connected backbones. All protocols obey
the basic rule that the backbone size decreases as n increases:
Growing network densities implies bigger cluster size and a
wider choice of gateways. The DCA-S and LRG-S curves
demonstrate the effectiveness of the sparsification rule
applied to the DCA and LRG backbones. The percentage of
nodes in DCA-S (LRG-S) backbones obtained by breaking
triangles and squares ranges from 70 percent (65 percent)
when n ¼ 50 to 22.6 percent (27.2 percent) when n ¼ 300.
With respect to the nonsparsified case, the DCA-S (LRG-S)
backbones are 3 percent (1.3 percent) to 33.5 percent
(24.8 percent) smaller. When cycles up to six hops long are
broken, we obtain a further 10 to 11 percent reduction
(n ¼ 300). In all considered scenarios, DCA and LRG have
comparable backbone sizes and comparable number of
clusterheads. The application of the sparsification rule,
however, appears to be more effective on DCA-generated
backbones. To justify this result, we analyzed the number of
virtual links with length one and two (crossing one or two
gateways) in the backbones generated by DCA and LRG. (A
virtual link is a path interconnecting adjacent clusterheads.) A
gateway may have more than one virtual link incident to it.
All these have to be eliminated for the gateway to be pruned
by the sparsification rule. In Table 2a and Table 2b, we have
listed the number NumvðlÞ of virtual links of length l which
were selected to be deleted by the sparsification rule. The
number of virtual links for which the traversed gateways
were actually removed from the backbone as a consequence
of removing the virtual link is also listed (these tables are for
the DCA-S(4) and LRG-S(4) protocols). In case of virtual links
of length two, we distinguish between the number of virtual
links in which only one of the two gateways was removed,
denoted as Numvð2; 1Þ, and the number of virtual links in
which both gateways were removed, denoted asNumvð2; 2Þ.
Numvð1; 1Þ indicates the number of virtual links traversing
only one gateway that were removed. The number of virtual
links of length one in the backbone generated by DCA is equal
to 13 when n ¼ 50, and 52:8 when n ¼ 300. The number of
virtual links traversing two gateways is 5:5 whenn ¼ 50. This
increases to 25:8 when n ¼ 300. LRG has a much smaller
number of virtual links of length one (6:7 when n ¼ 50 and
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1. We recall that the graph H has the clusterheads as its nodes, and
includes an edge ðu; vÞ if and only if clusterheads u and v are at most three-
hops apart in the network topology graph.

Fig. 6. Average backbone size and energy consumed by DCA, LRG, and their variants. (a) Backbone size (percent of n) and (b) energy per node.



44:5 when n ¼ 300) and a higher number of virtual links of
length two (5:5 when n ¼ 50 and 33:5 when n ¼ 300). This
reflects the fact that DCA, creating a set of independent nodes,
distributes the clusterheads more evenly throughout the
network, with a nonnegligible number of clusterheads that
are two hops apart (virtual links of length one).

In the dominating set produced by LRG, clusterheads
can be neighbors. We observe that LRG tends to produce
groups of clusterheads which are neighbors interconnected
by three-hop paths. The values in Table 2a and Table 2b
confirm these observations.

In particular, DCA-Sð4Þ erases a higher number of virtual
links of length one (from more than six times as many when
n ¼ 50 down to three times as many when n ¼ 300) with
respect to the number of virtual links of the same length
deleted by LRG-S(4). The percentage of gateways belonging
to a virtual link of length one selected for elimination which
are actually removed from the backbone is also higher in
DCA-Sð4Þ than in LRG-Sð4Þ (from two thirds down to one
third when n ¼ 300). LRG-Sð4Þ removes a higher number of
virtual links of length two: An average of 29:41 at n ¼ 300
versus the 25:47 removed on average by DCA-Sð4Þ.
However, the advantage of removing more virtual links is
balanced by the fact that DCA-Sð4Þ successfully removes
both gateways more often. The comparison between these
results and the sizes of DCA-Sð4Þ and LRG-Sð4Þ backbones
shows that the difference between backbone sizes is even
more remarkable than the difference between the number of
virtual links whose gateways are removed. In the results

displayed in Table 2a and Table 2b, each gateway g pruned
by the sparsification rule is counted multiple times: Once
for each virtual link g belongs to. Thus, the fact that the
difference in backbone size is higher than the difference
between the number of deleted virtual links (the latter
weighted according to the number of gateways actually
removed) implies that, on average, gateways in LRG-S(4)
belong to a higher number of virtual links. This in turn
justifies the fact that it is more difficult to actually remove
nodes from the LRG backbone using the sparsification rule.

Fig. 6a, Fig. 7a, and Fig. 7b depict the average energy
consumption per node, the average protocol duration, and
the overhead of DCA, LRG, DCA-S, and LRG-S. In terms of
protocol duration, the DCA (and DCA-Sð4Þ) protocol(s) show
reasonably good performance, requiring a time which ranges
from 1:43s (2:93s) when n ¼ 50 to 8:94s (9:68s) when n ¼ 300.
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TABLE 2
Virtual Links Removed by (a) DCA-Sð4Þ and (b) LRG-Sð4Þ

Fig. 7. Average protocol duration and overhead in DCA, LRG, and their variants. (a) Protocol duration and (b) protocol overhead (per node).

Fig. 8. Average backbone robustness and increase in route length in DCA, LRG, and their variants. (a) Backbone robustness and (b) route length.



The increase (up to 150 percent) in duration with respect to
the WuLi protocol is due to the fact that the DCA operations
require a node to wait for all its neighbors with bigger weight
to communicate their role before it can decide its own. Also,
once clusterheads are elected, the messages exchanged
between potential gateways and clusterheads for backbone
construction may require significant information exchange
and, hence, extra time (although much less than for cluster-
head selection). When n ¼ 100 (n ¼ 200) 1:2s (1:75s) are
needed for joining clusterheads into a connected backbone.

It might appear counter-intuitive that DCA-S has a
duration similar to that of DCA. This is because no
dependency chains slow down the communication of
information during the sparsification phase and that only a
lower number of nodes participate in this phase. In other
words, the sparsification phase has a high degree of
localization. Since results are obtained averaging over the
time required by all the nodes to complete the protocol, the
extra delay required by some nodes to implement the “S” part
of the protocol’s name is balanced by many nodes quitting the
protocol immediately after backbone formation. Only the
nodes that are selected as part of the backbone in DCA need to
proceed to the extra phase in which cycles are identified and
broken. Our experiments show that the S phase is quite short:
No longer than 2:16s (average) in DCA-Sð4Þ. DCA-Sð6Þ has
worse performance than DCA-Sð4Þ since the exchange of
information to detect longer cycles require more time. In this
case, the time needed by the backbone nodes for completing
the S phase averages at 5:3s.

The duration of LRG is much higher than that of DCA.
This is because LRG needs several rounds for clusterhead
selection and each round is implemented by the exchange
of several messages (six messages are sent by every active
node in a round). Since the number of active nodes
decreases with the number of rounds, the time needed to
complete each round becomes faster and faster. The average
number of rounds needed by the LRG protocol ranges from
2 (n ¼ 50) to 3:5 (n ¼ 300). The corresponding protocol
duration is up to 500 percent that of DCA. LRG-S does not
take much longer than LRG for reasons similar to those
discussed for DCA and DCA-S.

Fig. 7b depicts the overhead of the different protocols for
networks of increasing size. The advantages of a higher
degree of localization is evident: DCA requires almost four
times the bytes transmitted by WuLi. Due to its more involved
operations LRG has a bigger overhead: Over three times as
much as DCA’s. DCA-Sð4Þ and LRG-Sð4Þ show a moderate
increase in overhead with respect to DCA and LRG,
respectively, since the number of nodes involved in the
S phase of the protocol is quite limited. However, we observe
a significant increase for DCA-Sð6Þ and LRG-Sð6Þ, confirming
the fact that identifying cycles is a time and message
consuming operation: As the cycle length i increases the cost
of identifying all the cycles up to i increases quickly. For the S
phase to be practical, the maximum length of the cycle has to
be limited (we saw that i � 4 is acceptable). Moreover,
applying the sparsification rule over the DCA and LRG
backbone is effective in decreasing the overhead of the S
phase, maintaining the effectiveness of the sparsification rule.

As expected, energy consumption results follow closely
those for the overhead, given the dependency of energy
consumption on the number of bytes transmitted and

received by each node. In networks with 300 nodes DCA-
Sð6Þ, DCA-Sð4Þ, DCA, LRG-Sð6Þ, LRG-Sð4Þ, and LRG nodes
require 0:049J, 0:042J, 0:039J, 0:079J, 0:07J, and 0:067J,
respectively.

Finally, Fig. 8a and Fig. 8b show the backbone robustness
and the increase in the average route length with respect to
the same metric in the network topology graphs. An
increase in the average route length is expected, as
clustering might force nodes that are neighbors in the
network topology graph to communicate through their
common clusterhead (if they belong to the same cluster) or
through a possibly long backbone route in case they belong
to different clusters.

This is made clear in Fig. 8b, which shows an average
increase in route lengths that ranges in DCA backbones
from 15 percent (n ¼ 50) to 34.5 percent (n ¼ 300), and, for
LRG, from 8.8 percent (n ¼ 50) to 27.3 percent (n ¼ 300)
with respect to the average route length in the network
topology graph. DCA-S and LRG-S produce backbones that
are sparser than DCA and LRG backbones, thus imposing
routes which are even longer. DCA-Sð4Þ has routes up to
11 percent longer than DCA’s, while LRG-Sð4Þ routes are an
average of 12.1 percent longer than LRG’s.

As expected, the backbone robustness increases with the
backbone density. In case of sparse network topology graphs,
a single node failure may lead to disconnections even in the
network topology graph. As the network density increases, it
gets more and more likely that when a backbone node failure
occurs, the routes going through it can be rerouted to different
backbone nodes. The denser the backbone, the more resilient
it is to node failures. Dense and heavily meshed backbones
such as DCA and LRG backbones may tolerate up to
20 failures in network with 300 nodes. This number reduces
to only to 6 (10) for DCA-Sð4Þ (LRG-Sð4Þ).

Our second batch of experiments show quite clearly that
DCA and its S variant outperform the LRG protocols with
respect to all selected metrics. The DCA-S is an effective
way to further reduce the backbone size at the cost of
additional time, energy, and overhead. We observe that a
good compromise between the extra cost and good
performance is obtained when the length i of the cycle to
be broken is four. The backbone produced by DCA-Sð4Þ is
quite small and maintains an acceptable robustness at the
price of a limited increase in energy consumption, over-
head, time, and route length. Because of this, we selected
DCA-S(4) as the “champion” for this set of protocols.

3.2.3 Comparison among Protocols with Different

Degrees of Localization

In the third group of our experiments, we compare the
performance of the champions of the two sets of protocols
previously investigated with the WAF protocol presented
in [9].

This allows us to show the effects of the different degrees of
localization on protocols performance and to identify the best
performing protocols among all the ones we considered.

Since the Stojmenovic idea of using a degree-based
weight turned out to be effective in obtaining sparser
backbones, for fairness of comparison, we have implemen-
ted a variant of the DCA-Sð4Þ, where clusterheads are
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selected based on their nodal degree. We call this variant of
the DCA the DCA-D-Sð4Þ protocol.

The results of our comparison are depicted in Fig. 9 and
Fig. 10. The average percentage of nodes in the backbones is
shown in Fig. 9a. WAF generates a thin “tree-like” backbone
resulting, as expected, in a backbone considerably smaller
than DCA-D-Sð4Þ and Stojmenovic. However, the DCA-D-
Sð4Þ backbone size is only 11.8 percent bigger than WAF’s in
the denser networks we considered (n ¼ 300). This clearly
shows the effectiveness of using the described sparsification
algorithm. Breaking cycles appears to be more effective than
the sparsification rule used by Stojmenovic. The Stojmeno-
vic backbones are up to 21 percent bigger, on average, than

DCA-D-Sð4Þ backbones. Slimmer backbones result in a
slight increase in route lengths and in reduced robustness.
The slim WAF backbone cannot survive many failures: The
failure of two nodes is, on average, more than enough to
disconnect it or leave some ordinary nodes uncovered.
Although DCA-S generates backbones almost as thin as
WAF backbones, its resilience to nodes failures is higher: An
average of six failures can be tolerated without disconnect-
ing the network (n ¼ 300). The denser Stojmenovic back-
bone survives up to 7:5 backbone nodes removals when
n ¼ 300.

Fig. 10a, Fig. 10b, and Fig. 10c show the overhead, energy
consumption, and time needed by the three protocols.
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Fig. 9. Average backbone size and robustness for DCA-D-Sð4Þ, Stojmenovic, and WAF. (a) Backbone size (percent of n) and (b) backbone

robustness.

Fig. 10. Average overhead, energy consumption and duration of DCA-D-Sð4Þ, Stojmenovic, and WAF. (a) Protocol overhead (bytes sent per node),

(b) energy consumption (per node), and (c) protocol duration.



These figures clearly show the gains that can be achieved by
means of higher degrees of localization, and simple, “light”
protocols. Stojmenovic has a strong advantage with respect
to these three metrics over all the other protocols. This is
due to its low complexity, the reduced number of
information that each node needs to exchange with its
neighbors, and the possibility to exchange this information
in parallel (high degree of localization). The case of the
WAF protocol clearly exemplifies the limits of an approach
with a very low degree of localization. It is by far the most
energy consuming protocol, and, requiring up to 77s to
produce a connected backbone, it is by far the slowest one.
(Stojmenovic never requires more than 2s to construct the
backbone.) The long duration of WAF is mostly due to the
nontrivial complexity of the first phase of the protocol
(leader election) that requires a very large number of
messages to be exchanged for progressively joining network
fragments and to identify a common leader. The distributed
implementation of this phase is time and overhead
demanding, intrinsically sequential (very low degree of
localization), and constitutes the real obstacle to adopt WAF
in practical scenarios. In networks with 300 nodes, it takes
67:5s to complete leader election. The 85 percent of the
overall energy consumed is spent in this phase. In terms of
message overhead, WAF requires up to 53 times the bytes of
Stojmenovic. This is again due to the overly high complexity
of the WAF leader election phase, which requires informa-
tion to be propagated to all the nodes in a fragment and to
nodes in adjacent fragments every time two fragments are
merged into a new one. When n ¼ 300, the leader election
phase accounts for 84.8 percent of the total WAF overhead.

One may observe that, in a wireless sensor network, the
time and energy consuming leader election phase could be
skipped by automatically designating the network sink as
the leader. This significantly reduces overhead, energy
consumption, and WAF duration. We observe that, if the
leader election phase can be avoided the WAF duration, its
energy consumption and overhead are comparable to those
of DCA-D-Sð4Þ.

Skipping the leader election phase is quite natural for
WSN with a single sink. In case of multiple sinks operating
independently, no changes in the protocols performance
occur in DCA-D-Sð4Þ and Stojmenovic. All sinks are
connected to (included in) the produced backbone. In case
of multiple sinks, the WAF protocol without the leader
election phase has each sink constructing separate trees. We
have observed that the backbone obtained by merging the
trees has a very large number of nodes. Over 50 percent
(32 percent) of the nodes of a network with four (two) sinks
are in the backbone. The average backbone is obtained by
interconnecting the dominating sets resulting from the
execution of the WAF protocol by h sinks (randomly
selected among the nodes), h ¼ 1; . . . ; 4. The h sinks run the
backbone formation phase of the WAF protocol indepen-
dently. The final backbone contains the union of the
backbone nodes of the tree-like connected dominating sets
generated by each of the sinks. As h increases, the backbone
size rapidly increases, affecting the effectiveness of the
network operations.

Overall, our results show that the “S” rule for sparsifica-
tion is a very effective technique for pruning CDSs without
compromising their connectivity and dominance. In terms
of backbone size, the performance of protocols that can
apply such a rule is superior to the performance of all the
variants of the WuLi and MPR protocols. However, when
the other relevant metrics are taken into account, a higher
degree of localization really makes the difference, signifi-
cantly reducing the protocol duration, the overhead, and
the energy consumed for the backbone set up. Stojmenovic
is an excellent compromise with respect to all these metrics.

4 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we presented a thorough ns2-based compara-
tive performance evaluation of protocols for clustering and
backbone formation in large ad hoc networks with energy-
constrained nodes. In particular, we considered protocols
that are among the most representative of this area of ad hoc
research with a particular emphasis on investigating the
effects of their “degree of localization” on protocol perfor-
mance, i.e., how being able to execute the protocol based only
on local information improves the overall performance.
Extensive ns2-based simulation results show that highly
localized protocols are rewarded with good performance
with respect to all metrics of interest which include protocol
duration, energy consumption, message overhead, route
length, and backbone size.
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